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The statistical inverse problems considered are those where binned observa- 
tions are available from a density g related to the density f of real interest by a 
linear operator equation g = Y$ Both the fineness of the discretization and the 
number of observations taken are important parameters of the problem, and both 
may be under the control of the experimenter, at least at the design stage of the 
equipment. A minimax approach over suitable function classes is used, involving 
the singular value decompositions of 8 and the discretization operator. The as- 
ymptotic results derived indicate that, for a given number of observations, dis- 
cretization beyond a certain critical rate essentially will not yield extra informa- 
tion, while at the critical rate of discretization the accuracy of estimation is 
degraded by a constant factor. Examples of relevant statistical inverse prob- 
lems-all discussed in detail-include the estimation of a probability density from 
binned observations, deconvolution, the Wicksell unfolding problem of determin- 
ing the density of radii of a population of spheres given a random section through 
the spheres, and the reconstruction of images observed by positron emission 
tomography. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There is a large class of problems, in a variety of fields, that may be 
considered as being statistical inverse problems. We consider a problem 
as being a statistical inverse problem under the following circumstances. 
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Suppose 53 is a space on which we can make observations of data points 
Yr, Yz, . . . . Assume that 5% is equipped with a dominating probability 
measure h and let % be the space of functions g on 53 that are square 
integrable with respect to A. Assume that the observed data have distribu- 
tion that depends on some g in %, for example by arising from a Poisson 
process with intensity ng with respect to A; here n is an integer giving an 
index of the amount of data collected. 
Although the observations are taken on the space 23, the space of real 
interest is another space 3, and the function g is related to a functionfon 
3 by g = 9f, where 9 is a linear operator. Typically, fis the probability 
density function of random variables Xj on 93 that we cannot observe 
directly but which give rise to the accessible observations Yi. (It need not 
be the case that every data point X in 93 gives rise to a Yin 26; it may be 
that some X are “lost” and do not give rise to observable Y’s.) Our aim is 
to use the observations Yi on 21 to estimate the function f on 93. We 
assume that 93 is equipped with a dominating measure or. and that 9 is a 
bounded linear operator from 9 to %, where 9 is the space of functionsf 
on % that are square integrable with respect to p. We assume without loss 
of generality, if necessary replacing % by the subspace YPB, that the opera- 
tor 9 is surjective. 
Suppose further that even the observations Yi cannot be observed ex- 
actly but that they can only be observed in binned or discretized form. To 
be precise, assume that the space 53 is partitioned into bins DI, . . . , D,. 
Let 9 be the discretization operator that maps a function g on C2 to a 
vector defined by 
(%)j = & lD, gdx forj = 1, . . . , Y. 
J 
This vector gives the averages of g over the each of the bins Dj. For eachj 
let nj be the total number of Yi falling into the bin Dj ; assume that only the 
nj can be actually observed. Under the Poisson process assumption de- 
scribed above, the nj are independent Poisson random variables with 
means nA(Dj)(SXg)j, j = 1, . . . , r. Before discussing the aspects of these 
problems that we discuss in this paper, it may be helpful to outline some 
examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Density estimation from binned data. A very simple ex- 
ample, not normally considered as a statistical inverse problem, is that of 
estimating a continuous probability density function from binned data. 
Suppose that 93 is the interval [0, 10) and that 93 is divided into 10 bins [O, 
11, * * * , [9, 10). Suppose that the points Yi are continuous observations 
from a densityfon the interval [0, 10) but we only observe which bin each 
Yi falls in. In this case the operator 9 is the identity, and the operator 2 
maps f to the lo-vector of averages off over each of the bins. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Deconuolution. Suppose now that the observations Yi 
are the sum of two independent and identically distributed components Xi 
and q. However, only a binned version of the Yi are actually seen, as in 
Example 1. It is desired to estimate the density f(x) of the Xi using the 
binned data. The distribution of the additive contaminating noise Ei is 
assumed known. In addition the (Xi} and {E;} are independent. The prob- 
lem occurs in a wide variety of contexts (e.g., Jansson, 1984). For simplic- 
ity, we assume that the Xi and Ei take values in the unit circle. This case 
arises, for example, in the study of directional data (e.g., Mardia, 1972). 
EXAMPLE 3. The Wicksell “unfolding” problem of stereology. A clas- 
sical problem in stereology (Wicksell, 1925) is the following. Suppose a 
population of spheres is embedded in a medium. The spheres have radii 
that may be assumed to be drawn independently from a density j’. A 
random plane slice is taken through the medium and those spheres that 
are intersected by the plane furnish the data points Yi , Yz, . . . . The 
basic unfolding problem is to infer the density f of sphere radii from the 
observed circle radii Yi. For example (Nychka et al., 1984) the spheres 
might be tumors in an animal’s liver and the random slice could be taken 
as part of a post mortem examination. There are many other examples in 
both biological and engineering contexts; see Cruz-Orive (1983) and nu- 
merous other papers in the Journal ofMicroscopy. 
In the unfolding problem the space ?i3 is the set of possible sphere radii 
and the space G% the space of circle radii, so that both 5% and G& are the 
positive half-line or intervals of the form [O, b] . It is unusual for the circle 
radii to be recorded exactly. More often the space 9 is divided into bins 
and the number of circles falling into each bin is recorded. 
EXAMPLE 4. Positron emission tomography. This problem is the 
main motivating example for our work. In positron emission tomography 
(PET) a radioactively labeled metabolite is introduced into the body and 
gives rise to emissions that are observed by external detectors. For defi- 
niteness, let us suppose that it is the patient’s brain that is the organ of 
interest. Radioactive emissions take place within the brain at positions Xi 
that cannot be observed directly. Instead, each emission gives rise to a 
pair of photons that fly off in opposite directions along a line with uni- 
formly distributed orientation. Detectors placed around the patient’s head 
make it possible to observe (to some degree of accuracy) the photon pairs, 
and hence to give a line on which the point of emission must have oc- 
curred. Usually there is a ring of detectors and so the space $53 may be 
considered as the disk enclosed by the detectors-by suitable choice of 
units the unit disk. When a photon pair is detected, the observation that is 
actually made is the pair of detectors that are actuated by photons. In this 
example the space ‘Zi? consists of all possible detectable lines of flight of 
photon pairs. Each (unordered) pair of detectors will give rise to a data 
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bin in 9, the collection of all photon lines that will be detected by that 
particular pair of detectors. 
1.1 Discretization 
The examples we have discussed have in common that they involve the 
discretization of the observation space. In all cases, it is natural to intro- 
duce an index N of the fineness of the discretization. In the histogram, 
deconvolution, and stereology examples, N is simply the number of histo- 
gram bins, while in the PET example, the obvious discretization index is 
the number of detectors. With the general case in mind, we write 9~ for 
the discretized observation space with index N and let r(N) be the number 
of bins in 5%~; we let 73~ be the space of vectors of length r(N) and define 
L!& to be the discretization map from 93 to 9&. We write pN for the map 
2&P from 9 to Y&. The space 9~3~ will be equipped with an inner product 
and corresponding norm; for the work of the present paper the inner 
product is 
(~9 J’> = x XjYjUDj) 
(or some asymptotically equivalent approximation to be described in cer- 
tain specific examples). 
If the observations have the Poisson dependence on Pp,g as described 
above, then we refer to the problem as being a density estimation model. 
It has already been noted that some of the X’s may be lost and do not give 
rise to observable Y’s. For example in the PET case in practice, some of 
the photons will fly out on lines that do not intersect the detector ring at 
all, and in the stereology example only those spheres actually intersected 
by the plane will be recorded at all. As long as the probability of loss 
depends only on the value of X, and the various X’s behave indepen- 
dently, the observed counts will of course still have independent Poisson 
distributions; both these assumptions hold in our formulations of the PET 
and stereology problems. 
Another form of dependence is a regression model. In this case the 
available data consist of noisy observations of the values of the dis- 
cretized version of g, so that we observe random variables .Zi satisfying 
-5 = (2Ng)i + Ei, i=l,. . .,r(N), 
where the si are independent N(0, 02) random variables. Problems of this 
kind occur in very many fields of application. We do not consider the 
regression model in any detail in the present paper, but our approach can 
be modified to address it. 
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1.2 Key Zssues 
The key issue that we investigate in this paper is the way that the 
fineness of the discretization interacts with the amount and accuracy of 
data collected. In the PET example, a natural and important design ques- 
tion concerns the number of detectors. It is intuitively clear that for any 
given number of detectors there is a point beyond which the accuracy of 
estimation cannot be improved, no matter how large the sample of emis- 
sions observed. Conversely, if we know that only a relatively small sam- 
ple is to be collected, there may not be much loss in using a machine with 
a small number of detectors. In terms of the models we have set up, the 
question we consider is how some measure of estimation accuracy de- 
pends on the two parameters II, essentially the sample size, and N, the 
discretization index. 
In the regression case, the parameter n is replaced by the error variance 
02, but the basic issue remains the same: Beyond what point should one 
strive to increase the fineness of the discretization as indexed by N rather 
than worrying about the accuracy of individual observations? 
There is a substantial statistical literature that is concerned with ques- 
tions such as how many bins to use with a histogram estimator and a given 
sample size II. The approach taken in this paper is somewhat different in 
emphasis, since it is seen that our estimators will almost always further 
smooth the binned data. We treat discretization as a property of the data 
rather than as a method for estimation or a proxy for smoothing. 
1.3 Singular Value Decompositions and a Simplifying Assumption 
Our calculations are based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) 
of the operator 9. Define norms /jj 9 on B and jj& on YI to be the L2 norms 
with respect to the measures p and A, respectively, and assume that, with 
respect to these norms, 9 is a bounded linear operator from 8 to %. Let 
(4”) be an orthonormal basis for 9 and let {&} be an orthonormal set of 
functions in % such that, for some (possibly complex) singular values {b,}, 
Since we assume that 9 maps B onto the whole of %, it follows that the 
{JIy} necessarily form an orthonormal basis for %. A singular value decom- 
position (2) will always exist since 9 is a bounded linear operator. We can 
now state the crucial condition for our treatment of the discretization 
problem. 
Matching SVD assumption. Given any VI and ~2, the vectors 6!&1&, 
and ?&&I~~ are either parallel or orthogonal on the space +&. 
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Although this is a restrictive assumption, it holds exactly or approxi- 
mately in a number of important specific problems. Its effect is that the 
functions JIy are also singular functions, in a suitable sense, of the discreti- 
zation operator 2~: it is easy to construct an orthonormal basis {xP} of 59~ 
such that for each v there exists [v] for which 
for certain constants yy . 
2. RISK FUNCTIONS AND CLASSES OF ESTIMATORS 
In this section, we set out in general terms the classes of estimators 
with which we are concerned and the risk functions that we consider. 
2.1 Classes of Functions and Estimators 
Crucial to our methodology is the idea of considering minimax estima- 
tion over certain classes of functions in 9. The classes we consider are 
translates of ellipsoids B0 in the space 9, specified in terms of a collection 
of constants {a,} and a threshold C by 
(4) 
The condition& = 1 is a normalization condition: when 40 = 1, it ensures 
that a nonnegativef is a probability density, and in other cases (such as 
the Wicksell unfolding problem discussed in detail in Section 5 below) it 
can correspond to a physically meaningful identifiability constraint. We 
assume that the {a,} and C are chosen to ensure that all members of ?& are 
nonnegative. Ellipsoid conditions of the kind (4) can amount to the impo- 
sition of smoothness and integrability conditions, For example in the 
simple case where f is a periodic function on [0,27r] and the {&} are 
Fourier functions, an ellipsoid condition with a, - v-u corresponds to 
placing a bound on the integral of the squared ath derivative off; the 
members of S+, will all be positive provided a > 4 and 2@ xr= r k-*” < 1. 
Under the matching SVD assumption, for any fixed k we define an 
equivalence relation on the set of subscripts {v} by 
VI - y2 if and only if [YJ = 1~21; 
here [VI is as defined in (3) above, so that the equivalence classes corre- 
spond to sets of I/J” that are all mapped by %N to multiples of the same basis 
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vector in 93.~. The [v] can thus be considered as being equivalence classes 
under -. We construct a set of representatives J.E?N of these equivalence 
classes by selecting from each [v] a v that maximises b,y, over the equiva- 
lence class: this u essentially corresponds to the direction in which least 
energy is lost under the mapping 9.~9. We assume that 0 E 2~; however, 
it plays a special role in view of the restrictionfo = 1, so we introduce Ye”, 
= ~;e,\{O}. 
Let~L=span{~,:uE~~}and%H={f=~J,~,:f,=Ofor~E2!~}, 
so that 9 = span {&} $ SL Cl3 SH. The letters L and N stand for “low 
frequency” and “high frequency,” corresponding to the notion that the 
composition of the transformation operator 9 and the discretization oper- 
ator 9.2~ will smooth out more strongly the high-frequency components of 
the functions. Finally, we define the ellipsoid Sk = (C#JO + aL) rl 90. The 
sets ‘SL, TH, and 3: all depend on N, but this dependence is not ex- 
pressed in the notation. 
We now turn to classes of estimators. We assume that the available 
data consists of a vector 2 of normalized bin counts on YIN such that the nj 
= nZjh(Dj) are independent Poisson counts with intensities n(2Ng)jh(DJ, 
for some g = x gy& in 93. Write Z = x &)xtYl. Let I be the matrix with 
entries I’t+, = yp if p E [v] and zero otherwise: this is the matrix represen- 
tation of S+, relative to the bases {&) and {xtyl}, respectively. Denote by g 
the vector of coefficients g, and use other boldface letters similarly; de- 
note by Z the vector of coefficients .& . 
It follows from the matching SVD assumption that 
E,Z = (W[vl, (5) 
and by standard calculations that the covariance matrix, VP, is given by, 
say, 
In the particular case where g is the uniform density on 9 with respect 
to A, so that 2&l= 1, the orthonormality of the x,, implies that the covari- 
ante has the much simpler form 
so that VP is simply the identity matrix. 
The composed mapping $2~9 aliases the C& for v within each equiva- 
lence class, and so it is natural to restrict attention to estimators that take 
values in gL. In addition we consider those estimators that are linear 
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functions on 93~; some remarks about more general estimators are made 
below. 
Let 3;v be the class of linear functions from 93~ to sL, and write Tjk for 
the matrix representation of Tin TN relative to the bases {xty]} and {4,, : v 
E %!k}. The estimator corresponding to T E 3~ may be written as 
(7) 
Let $I; be the subclass consisting of those T in 5,~ that have diagonal 
matrix representation, so that TxtYl = T,,,&, for each v in 2?$, and Txtol = 
0. 
2.2 Risk Functions 
Givenfin 9, set g = 9fand let B be the diagonal matrix with entries b, 
so that g = Bf. We use the notation E, to denote an expectation for 
normalized Poisson counts as above. Let f = (fV : v f 0). Making use of (5) 
and (6) above, the mean square error of an estimator T in 9~ can be 
written 
M(T, .f> = E,llf - f/l’ = E&ELP$ - f + T(Z - E&>1/2 
= (/TIBf - f(12 + n-l tr TV9fTT. 
Because of the complicated form (6) of Vsf, it is convenient to work in 
terms of a surrogate mean integrated square error M*( T, f), obtained by 
replacing the variance term by the corresponding variance term under the 
uniform distribution, to give 
M*(T,f) = j/nBf - f)j2 + n-r tr TTT. 
In order to discuss the relation between surrogate mean square error 
and true mean square error, it is helpful to consider a kernel estimator 
representation for f. Let Jj = j( YJ be a random variable indicating the bin 
into which Yi falls. We have the representation 
Substituting this into (7) gives 
f(x) = &&x) + n-1 2 t(x, Jj), (f-4) 
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where 
From (8) and the Poisson structure of the data, 
varg f(x) = n-l I f2(X, AY Ng(y )MY 1. (9) 
Conditioning on n leads to an alternative form for the mean squared error 
MC T, f) = 1 [(E&(x) - f(xN2 + vw$(x)l ddx). 
It now clear from this and (9) that if g is bounded above and below away 
from zero, then for all linear estimators T, 
$f g(y) 5 MT, f)IM*V, f) 5 S;P g(y). (10) 




the ratio of surrogate to true mean integrated square error will be bounded 
above and below away from zero uniformly on 90, so that order of magni- 
tude statements made for one will also be true for the other. We discuss 
validity of (11) in each of the examples below. 
Our concern in this paper is with minimax risks over certain function 
classes and classes of estimators. Given a class of estimators Y and a 
function class so, define 
Ad@, 95,) = inf sup M*(T, f). 
TETfESo 
3. OPTIMIZING THE MINIMAX RISK 
In this section we investigate the minimax risk A&II,, 30). Our basic 
technique is to provide bounds for the minimax risk in terms of the mini- 
max risk for the problem where the maximum is confined to low-fre- 
quency functionsf. We begin by characterizing this risk by reference to 
previous results of Johnstone and Silverman (1990) which make use of 
work of Speckman (1985) and Pinsker (1980). 
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LEMMA 1. With the dejnitions given in Section 2.2 above, 
&(TN, 3%) = n-I vF& b;‘r;*(l - &*aJ+, 
where (Y is chosen to ensure that 
n-1 v&N b;*y;*a$(cr-‘“a;’ - I)+ = b. 
The minimax estimator r* is given by setting 
(12) 
rr*, = &,,b;‘y;‘(l - &2a,)+, (14) 
for all u in 3% and r in 3~. 
Proof. The proof follows that of Lemma 4.2 of Johnstone and Silver- 
man (1990). 
We can now state and prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Given any v in %I, define 
Then 
where 
e(N) = C*{my SN(Y) + max a;*>. 
VE N P&N 
Proof. The first two inequalities in (15) are immediate from the defini- 
tion of the minimax risk and the facts that @ C 36 and P E TN. To prove 
the last inequality, write anyfin 9 as +O + fA + fH wherefL E SL andfH 
E 3;“. We then have 
M*(P, f)f - M*(T*, @>* 5 ll<Z - T*rB)fqI (16) 
since, when positive, the left side is bounded above by 11(Z - T*I’B)q( - ll(Z 
- PI’B)fLjl (and when negative, the inequality is trivial). Since fH and 
T*TBfH are orthogonal, 
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(17) 
Now, for fin 90, so that z u$f; 5 C2, we have 
x fi 5 C2 max ai’. 
Pf=N PC% 
(18) 
By the definition of the low-frequency class sL and the estimator T”, we 
have 1 c&PyPj 5 1 wherever v E J& and p - v. Hence, for any f in so, 
(19) 
Now substitute the bounds (18) and (19) into (17) and thence into (16) to 
obtain, for any fin so, 
M*(T*,f)‘” - E(N)“~ 5 M*(T”,JZ)‘” 5 sup M*(P,F)“2 
f-4 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
Our approach in the remainder of the paper is to explore, in a number of 
examples, when the term a(N) can be neglected, so that the risks JQ,(T~, 
3%) and A( TN, 90) are asymptotically equivalent and furthermore it can 
be concluded that the minimax risk over the full class So is attained by the 
estimator P obtained by reference to the restricted class @. 
4. SOME SPECIFIC EXAMPLES 
In this section we begin the application of the previous theory to exam- 
ples, focusing here on the histogram and deconvolution cases. First we 
study the matching SVD assumption, and then carry out the minimax risk 
computations in our discretization model. 
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4.1 Density Estimation from Binned Data 
For simplicity we restrict attention to the periodic case, assuming that 
the observations are taken on the interval [0, 2~1 from a density f that 
satisfies periodic boundary conditions. Let 9 and SJ both be the space of 
functions on [0, 2a] that are square integrable with respect to Lebesgue 
measure, and define the measures A and p by dh(t) = dp(t) = (27~)~’ dt. 
Define the orthonormal bases 4” and & by 
t&(t) = q%(t) = e’“‘, v = 0, + 1, * 2, . . , 
so that the orthonormal expansion of a function fis its complex Fourier 
expansion. 
Consider discretization into an odd number r = 2N + 1 bins of equal 
size. Then, by the definition (1) of the discretization operator, 
(9&Jy)j = (2r)-‘r /zE:)n,r eivf dt = sine (rvlr) e2(j-1i2)niv’r. (20) 
It is easily checked that the vectors given in (20) are either orthogonal or 
parallel, so that the matching SVD assumption holds. To obtain the ex- 
pression (3) explicitly, define xP for p = 0, +- 1, 2 2, . . . , + N to be the 
vector withj-th element exp (2~0’ - f) rilr} and define [v] for each v by 
-N I [Y] 5 N and [Y] =v (mod r). The values yy are then given by 
yy = sine (7rvlr). 
4.2. Deconvolution 
Consider, now, the problem of deconvolution where the spaces 9 and 
Eb are still both equal to the interval [0, 27r] but the functionsfand g are 
related by a convolution equation 
g(t) = (W- c”rCt - sMP(s), 
where /I is a known probability distribution on [0,27r] and all arithmetic on 
the arguments offand j3 is performed modulo 27r. Let 2 b, exp (ivt)dt be 
the formal Fourier expansion of d/j(t). By standard calculations the map- 
ping 9 has singular value decomposition given by the singular functions 
&, and & defined as in Section 4.1, with singular values b, . It has already 
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been shown in Section 4.1 that the matching SVD assumption will hold in 
this case. 
We concentrate in this paper on the case bz = IY + 1 1-26 for some index 
b 2 0. Polya’s criterion (see p. 509 of Feller, 1971) shows that this is 
indeed the Fourier expansion of a probability distribution /3; for b = 0 we 
recover the density estimation example as a special case. 
4.3 Minimax Risks 
In this section we evaluate the minimax risks in the particular case of 
the deconvolution problem just described. The notation is as in the above 
two sections. It is assumed that the smoothness class is defined by setting 
a, = (~(a’, for some a > 4. By standard manipulations of Fourier series, it 
can be shown that, in the notation of condition (ll), 
1) = 2~2 c k-Xa+b), 
k=l 
a quantity that is automatically less than 1 provided C is small enough to 
ensure that 55, consists only of positive functions. 
We first find the class Ye,. Suppose that -N 5 1/ 5 N and p - v. Then, 
since p/r and v/r differ by an integer, sin2(nplr) = sin2 (TV/r) and so y: = 
pb2v2yz 5 rf with equality only if p = v; also, by definition, b: > bi. 
Hence within each equivalence class b’;r’y will be maximized by choosing 
-N5v5Nandso&=[-N,-N+l,..., N-l,N]. 
The quantity S,v((v) as defined in Theorem 1 is given by 
SN(u) = Jz )u + jrle20 = C {(r + v + jr)-20 + (r - v + jr)-2a} 
j=O 
5 2 ((2N + 2Njm2“ + (N + 2Nj)-2"} = N-2” 5 k-2". 
j=O k=l 
For p @ 2~, we have (p( > N and so the maximum value of ap2 is (N + 
1)-2”. Therefore the bound E(N) is exactly of order Np2”. 
We now consider the choice of (Y in Lemma 1. Let v, = [~r’~~] so that 
c@ay < 1 if and only if (v( < voI. Then, provided V~ < N the choice of v, is 
asymptotically equivalent to that of (Y and the condition (14) to 
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If (Y < Ne2” then the condition (14) becomes, asymptotically, 
n-1 f “=, sinz;;+Jr) (a-“2~-0 - 1) = ; c*. (21) 
since a! -“*VP > 1 for all Y in J/Z”,. 
In order to make the choice of (Y, we consider three different asymptotic 
regimes in turn. 
4.3.1 The subcritical case. Suppose that n = o(N~+*~+‘), so that the 
discretization index tends to infinity faster than n1M2a+26+1). Define A4 by 
M2n+b+’ = n(a + 2b + 1)(2a + 2b + l)C2/2a, 
so that A4 = o(N) as IZ tends to infinity. Then, since the sine terms 
converge uniformly to 1, 
n-l 5 v=l sinz:;;,r) {(M/v)” - 1) = n-1 2 @+@{(MlVYJ - 1) 
= n-‘{M”(a + 2b + I)-’ Mo+*~+’ (22) 
- (2~ + 26 + l)-’ Mk+*b+‘} = P/2. 
Here and below, the notation a, = b, means that a,lb, + 1 as II --, 03. 
Thus V, G M. To find the low-frequency minimax error .M(~N, Sk), sub- 
stitute back into (12) to obtain 
~(~~, ‘~) = 2n-’ ~, sinc~(~vlr) (1 - (v/M)“} 
= 2~’ 5 v2b (1 - (v/MY} (23) 
v=l 
a zn-l a(2b + 1)-l (a + 2b + 1)-l M*b+l 0~ n-*d*a+2b+I)a 
The asymptotic behavior of the error E(N) fits nicely with (23), because 
we have 
E(N) = O(N-2a) = ~(n-*~‘(*~+~~+~)) = o{J&@-~, Sk)}. 
Thus the full minimax error A(YN, SO) is, by Theorem 1, asymptotically 
the same as the restricted minimax error &TN, St). Indeed setting all the 
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yr equal to 1, and hence considering the case where there is no discretiza- 
tion, yields calculations leading to the same results as those of (22) and 
(23). Thus, at least as far the terms of leading order are concerned, the 
discretization has asymptotically no effect, either in the choice of estima- 
tor or in the mean square error obtained. 
4.3.2 The critical case: Small c. Now suppose that the discretization 
index tends to infinity precisely at the rate n *‘(20+2b+1). For definiteness, we 
assume that n = CI-~~+~~+’ for some c, 0 < c < w. 
We define a family of increasing functions J,,,(u) for 0 5 u < t and p and 
qrOby 
In this subsection we consider the case where c < 2C-2J,,0+&); the case 
of c larger than this threshold is considered in Subsection 4.3.3 below. 
In order to perform a calculation similar to (22), define U so that 
J a,a+2b(U) = cc%? 
and let M be the integer part of rU. The assumption on c implies that 0 < 




,” si;;;c;uJ {(U/u)” - 1) du 
= C-‘J,,a+2b(u) = c2/2, 
by definition, so that v. = M. To find &(9~, St), substitute back into (12) 
to obtain 
&(SN, Sk) = 2n-’ 5 “=, sincY(Llr) ” - (V’M)“1 
= 2n-lrl+2bU-aJa,2b( u) a n-201(20+2b+l)e (24) 
This is the same rate as in (23), but it should be noted that the constant 
of proportionality in (23) is independent of the discretization index, pro- 
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vided that the defining property is satisfied. This is not the case in (24), 
because both r and U depend on the constant c in ways that do not cancel 
out. It can be shown that the constant of proportionality in (24) is strictly 
larger than that in (23) for all c in the range considered in this subsection; 
thus, even before the high-frequency components are taken into account, 
the discretization will increase the asymptotic minimax risk. A fortiori, 
the full minimax risk &(SN, !&) will be asymptotically larger than in the 
case where there is no discretization. 
We now turn to the high-frequency effect. We have, in the same nota- 
tion previously used, 
so that e(N) has the same order of magnitude as &(?ZN, $6) and the ratio 
between the upper and lower bounds in (15) no longer tends to 1 as n + 03, 
though it does remain bounded. 
Thus, to sum up, the behavior in this case is quite different from the 
previous regime. Although the optimum rate of convergence, 
O(r~-~~‘(~~+~~+t)), of the minimax risk is the same, the discretization will 
make itself felt both by increasing the low-frequency minimax risk and 
also by allowing the high-frequency error to make a significant contribu- 
tion. 
4.3.3 The critical case: Large c. Suppose, now, that n = cr20+2b+1 
for some c > 2C2J a,a+&). Define a family of constants ZP for p 2 0 by 
and define CY, such that 
ffr -l/2 = pz-I a+2b ; cc + I,.+lb). 
S& Ja,n+Zb(hj = 2-%+2b - Z2a+2b, it follows from the lower bound on c 
that CY, 5 (ir)-2a < NP2”. Set (Y = CY, in (21) and perform a simple integral 
approximation to obtain 
z n-l(ra+2b+Ia;l~2za+2b _ r2a+2b+1z2 + 
a 26) = c2/2, 
by the definition of CX~. Thus condition (13) of Lemma 1 is satisfied with o! 
2: ff,* 
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To calculate the minimax low-frequency risk AWN, @), substitute 
back into (12) and approximate the sums by integrals to obtain 
(25) 
zz 2n-‘r1+2b {z2b - i cc + z20+2b)~’ zi+2b} a n-2a’(2a+2b+‘). 
Just as in Subsection 4.3.2, this gives the same rate as in (23), but with a 
constant of proportionality depending on the constant c. Because the 
high-frequency bound E(N) is still of the same order of magnitude, it 
follows that A4,(TN, 9,) is oforder n- 2a1(2a+2b+1), but with a larger constant 
of proportionality than in the case where there is no discretization; we 
have already remarked that this is true if c is small, and the effect for fixed 
n of increasing c is to reduce the number of bins, and hence to reduce the 
information available and to increase the minimax risk over the fixed 
function class 90. 
It is of interest to point out that the constant of proportionality in (25) 
actually converges to zero as c tends to infinity. Therefore, for large c, the 
value of lim mol $al(Za+2b+ 1) A( 3 N, ‘9;) will be smaller than its value in the 
subcritical and no-discretization cases. This apparent paradox is ex- 
plained by the fact that the function class 9; will also be reduced in 
dimensionality as the number of bins is reduced, and so more of the error 
will be due to the high-frequency effects. 
Finally we point out that Lemma 1 shows that the minimax estimator r” 
corresponding to (25) has T$ # 0 for all v in 2% and so the estimate will 
involve all the coefficients Z!,, for v in 2%. This is not the case for the 
minimax estimators in the previous two subsections, which will have cV 
= 0 for all (v( > v,. 
5. THE WICKSELL~ROBLEM 
In our treatment of the unfolding problem, we shall assume that the 
sphere radii, and hence the observed circle radii, all fall in an interval [0, 
A] on the positive half-line. By redefining the units of measurement if 
necessary, we assume without loss of generality that A = 1, so that the 
spaces 93 and 9 are both equal to the unit interval. For reasons of mathe- 
matical tractability, we equip 93 with the dominating measure p defined by 
&(x) = (4x)-i dx and $9 with the dominating probability measure h de- 
fined by A(y) = 4~’ (1 - y2)in dy. The spaces 8 and % are defined to be 
the sets of functions on [O, 11 that are square integrable with respect to p 
and A respectively. 
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Suppose the sphere radii come from a population with intensity f with 
respect to p. Then, by a standard argument of stereology (Wicksell, 1925) 
the intensity (per unit area of the intersecting plane) of the observed circle 
radii with respect to Lebesgue measure on 9 will be y si (x2 - ~~)-“~f(x) 
d&x). Hence the intensity with respect to the measure A will be 
w-(Y) = ; 7v(l - y2)-1’2 1; (x2 - yq-‘“f(x)dp(x). (26) 
5.1 The Singular Value Decomposition 
We now display the SVD of the mapping 9 from 9 to % as defined in 
(26) above. For integers v 2 0 define functions $y and JIy on the unit 
interval by 
c&(x) = 4(v + 1)‘” x2 P$ (2x2 - 1) (27) 
and 
MY) = 2YC(2Y2 - 1) = U2v+dY), 
where P>’ is the Jacobi polynomial of type ((r, j3) = (0, 1) and order Y and 
U, is the second-kind Chebyshev polynomial of order v. 
It follows from (27) by standard properties of Jacobi polynomials that 
{&} form a complete orthonormal basis for 9 with respect to p; we have, 
substituting u = 2x2 - 1, 
= ; (v + 1)“2(ZJ’ + I)‘” II, P;‘(u)Py(u)(l + u)du = 6,,*. 
Completeness is proved by an argument involving the same change of 
variable. The orthonormality of the {$J~} follows in a similar fashion. 
It can now be shown that 
so that the orthonormal sequences (4”) and {$“} define the SVD of 8, with 
the singular values b, given by b, = (r/16)(1 + v)-“~. 
To prove (28) substitute the definition of & into (26) and make the 
substitutions cos 8 = y, u = 2y2 - 1 = cos 28 and u = 2x2 - 1 to obtain 
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9&(y) = ; (v + l)%y(l - y2)-“2 1; (x2 - y*)-“*P$‘(2x* - 1)xdx 
= g- (v + l)%y(l - y2)-“2 (,’ (u - i$‘~Pp,l(U)dU. 
The Jacobi polynomials P$’ are connected to the more familiar Legen- 
dre polynomials P, via the relation (2~ + l)Py = (v + l)P$’ + VP>‘. The 
following identity may be derived then from formula (22.13.11) of Abra- 
mowitz and Stegun (1964) and the recurrence relation for second-kind 
Chebychev polynomials: 
I : (u - u)-‘~P$‘(u)du = 2(lJ + I)-I’*(1 - U)‘“U”(U). (29) 
Singular value decomposition (28) is an immediate consequence of for- 
mula (29). 
Although we have outlined a direct verification of (28), it should be 
pointed out that the SVD was first derived by transforming (26) into an 
Abel integral operator equation, equivalent to half-order integration. The 
hypergeometric function in general, and Jacobi polynomials in particular, 
can be considered as fractional derivatives of beta densities; see Gel’fand 
and Shilov (1964). Since derivatives of different orders commute, one 
obtains a family of identities of which (29) is most appropriate for our 
analysis. 
5.2 Discretization 
We now consider the case where the circle radii are only observed in 
binned form. We divide the observation space 9 into unequally sized 
bins, with respect to which the matching SVD property holds approxi- 
mately. For j = 1, 2, . , . , N, define Dj to be the bin [cos(jr/2N), 
cos(j - 1)7r/2N)]. For convenience, we define angles Oj and 6 by 
e, = 0’ -  1’2)n md 
7T 
J 2N a==. 
If we make the transformation y = cos 8, then the bins are of equal size in 
13 space, and have midpoints 0, and width 2s. 
Given any g in %, the discretization operator maps g to the vector of 
averages of g over the various bins, 
tlj+ti 
(9M)j = Wj)-’ I, g(Y)dA(Y) = I +a 
g(cos e)4n-1 sin* 8 de 
I 
@,+a * (30) 
47~-l sin2 8 de e-6 
I 
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We equip the space %N with a modified weighted vector inner product, 
(a, b)* = 2N-’ i ajbj sin2 0,. 
j=l 
(31) 
This inner product is obtained from the inner product 2 ajbjA(Dj) by 
substituting the approximation 
h(Dj) = 1,“:: 4r-l sin2 0 d8 = SIT-’ S sin2 ej. 
I (32) 
The accuracy of this approximation is discussed in more detail in Section 
5.4 below. 
In order to set out the approximate matching SVD property satisfied by 
8 and 59~ define XI in %jv for 1 = 0, . . . , N - 1 by 
CXl>j = 
sin((21 + 2)0j}/sin 8j ifl<N- 1 
2-l” sin((21 + 2)8j}/Sill 0j ifl=N- 1. 
Elementary trigonometric manipulations show that the {xl} form an 
orthonormal basis of C4& with respect to the modified inner product (31). 
Given any Y 2 0 let Y’ be the residue of v modulo 2N. There are two cases 
to consider. First, if Y’ = 2N - 1 then 
2Nd’v = 0, 
so we define yv = 0, and, for definiteness, [v] = 0. If v’ < 2N 
define 
and 
[v] = min(v’, 2N - 2 - u’) 
yy = (- l)(u-v’Y2N sinc{(v + 1)7r/2N}. 
It is then the case that 
%& = YvX[rl; 
- 1 then 
(33) 
the derivation of this approximation is considered in Section 5.4 below. 
5.3 Surrogate Risk Behavior 
Since each of the $I,, has a first-order zero at y = 0, it is clear that the 
lower bound part of (11) is not available for the Wicksell operator. How- 
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ever, we shall see that the ratio of surrogate to true mean integrated 
squared error can be bounded above and below away from zero uniformly 
over ‘So at least for diagonal linear estimators. 
PROPOSITION 1. 
C(s) = &=1 k-“. F 
Let So = {fE S:fo = 1, XV+0f2y(1 + v)” 5 c*}. Let 
or every g E 9’9, and every y E 9, 
g(y) -- 
bo+o( Y) 
l( I cb;‘[[@ - 1) - 11. 
Proof. Expanding g = G?f in terms of JIy and using the Chebychev 
polynomial bound \U,(z)] 5 v + 1 enables us to bound the left side of (34) 
by 
11 - c bi’gv $ 5 1 c b,‘g,(v + I)). v#O v#O 
The bound follows by maximizing this linear combination over the ellip- 
soid GM0 = {g : go = bo, &O(l + v)P+lgt I c*}. 
The proposition shows that GPjYs nonnegative for anyfE So so long as c 
is small enough that the right side of (34) is less than 1. In turn, this implies 
the validity of the upper bound (10). For the lower bound, we first note 
that for c small enough the proposition and (9) imply the existence of a 
constant m(fi, c) such that 
n var&W) 2 mf$, 4 1 t*(x,j(Y))Jlo(Y)dA(Y). (35) 
Now restrict attention to estimators in 5;, which have the form 
Integrating over x in (35) and changing orders of integration gives 
For the corresponding term in the surrogate risk M*(T, j), on the other 
hand, under the uniform density g = 1 on 6, we obtain simply tr TTT = x 
Z&Tt,. As N --, m, s x$,l&A approaches 
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according to Gradshte yn and Ryzhik ( 1980, formula 7.345 S). For large N, 
this establishes that the ratio of true to surrogate risk is bounded away 
from zero over the class E& for large N and appropriate (p, c). 
5.4 Accuracy of the Discretization Approximation 
In this section we discuss the approximations (32) and (33) in more 
detail. The approximations we justify are stated formally in the following 
proposition. The approximation (33) is obtained by dividing (37) by (36), 
with the error terms neglected. 
PROPOSITION 2. Given any v 2 0, and any j, 1 5 j 5 N, 
A(Dj) = 2N-’ sin* 0, + O(Nw3) uniformly over j (36) 
and 
I 4 $v(yVUy) = 2N-’ yy sin(2lvl + 2)6’i sin 0, + O(N-*) 
uniformly over j and v. (37) 
Proof. A key step in the proof is the simple identity 
I ,“Is” cos r0 de = r-‘{sin r(ej + 6) - sin r(Q - 6)) = 26 sine t-6 cos rf9j. I 
(38) 
We now have 
A(Dj) - 2N-’ sin2 0’ = 4n-’ I ,“-‘: (sin2 8 - sin* ej)dt3 I 
= 2~’ I,“_:” (cos 2ej - cos 2e)de 
J 
= 4&r-‘( 1 - sine 26) cos 2ej. 
This last quantity is bounded in absolute value by 7r2NV3/6 for all j, com- 
pleting the proof of (36). To prove (37), use the definitions and the identity 
(38) to write 
I 4 &, dh = HIT - ’ I,“_‘,” sin(2v + 2)e sin 8 de J 
= 2~1 I,“_‘,” {cos(~~ + l)e - COS(~V + 3)e)de 
I 
= N-‘(sinc(2v + 1)6 COS(~V + l)ej 
- sinc(2v + 3)6 cOs(2v + 3)ej). 
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Replacing both the sine terms by sinc(2v + 2)6 incurs an error bounded by 
2N-‘6 suplsinc’(x)\ = O(Nd2), so that 
J D, ljlydA = N-’ sinc(2v + 2)6{COS(2V + l)ej - COS(2V + 3)ej} + O(Ne2) I 
= 2N-’ sinc(2v + 2)6 sin(2v + 2)0j sin Oj + O(N-*). 
Simple properties of trigonometric functions complete the proof of (37). 
5.5 Minimax Risks 
The appropriate matching SVD property that we have demonstrated 
can now be used to calculate approximate minimax risks in the Wicksell 
problem. We assume that a, = Vo for some a L 4, as before. There are then 
very close similarities between the calculations of the approximate mini- 
max risks and those performed in Section 4.3 above for the deconvolution 
problem, setting the index b = & throughout. 
In the deconvolution problem, we have y,, = sinc(rrvl(2N + I)} while in 
the Wicksell problem yy = sinc{rr(v + 1)/2N)}, but this makes no material 
difference to the asymptotic calculations we perform; nor does the fact 
that the maximum value of u in LZ$ is N - 1 rather than N. The important 
differences are that in the Wicksell problem sums over 3% involve only 
positive indices v < N, and the singular values b, are (7r/16)(1 + v)-I’~ 
rather than simply (1 + v)- r12. The effect of these differences is to replace 
tC2 by (7r/16)2C2 th roughout and in addition to multiply the expressions 
corresponding to (23), (24), and (25) by $(7r/16)-2. The only other change 
that needs to be made is to substitute 2N explicitly for r as the discretiza- 
tion index. 
Reworking Section 4.3 with these minor changes thus yields the follow- 
ing results, all subject to the approximations involved in Eq. (33) defining 
the matching SVD property for the Wicksell problem, and in Eq. (32) 
concerning the modification of the inner product on sN. Firstly, if n = 
o(N~O+~) then the minimax risk At(TN, 95,) is asymptotically proportional 
to n-a/(a+l), with a constant of proportionality that does not depend on the 
discretization at all. In the critical case n = c’N~~+* the asymptotic power 
dependence of n of the full minimax risk will be the same, but the constant 
of proportionality will be larger than that in the case of no discretization. 
As c’ increases, the low-frequency minimax estimator and risk will 
change in exactly the way discussed in Subsections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 above. 
6. POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY 
The detailed discussion of the PET problem has something in common 
with the Wicksell unfolding problem discussed above, and we set it out in 
a similar way; there is the additional complication of double subscripts on 
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the various families of vectors and functions. We begin by recapitulating 
the two-dimensional mathematical model of PET that was used by John- 
stone and Silverman (1990). Further details on the relation between the 
actual tomographic problem and the model described here are given in 
that paper and in Shepp and Vardi (1982) and Vardi et al. (1985). Bickel 
and Ritov (1990) also address discretization issues in PET, concentrating 
on the estimation of linear functionals of the image. 
6.1 The Continuous Formulation 
As described in Section 1 above, the original radioactive emissions take 
place in a thin cylindrical section 53 that may be considered as being the 
unit disk in DI*; we equip 93 with the dominating measure p defined by 
C@(X) = rTT-*dx. The emissions may be regarded as an i.i.d. sample from a 
densityfdefined relative to k and the space 53 will be the space of allffor 
which s f2dp is finite. 
Each emission gives rise to a pair of photons that fly off from the 
emission point X in opposite directions along a randomly directed line Y, 
which can be observed. The set of possible lines may be parametrized by 
the length s and the orientation r#~ of the perpendicular from the center of 
the unit disk to the line, as shown in Fig. 1, Detector space ‘3 consists of 
all possible lines, given in coordinates by ((4, s): 0 5 4 I 27r, - 1 I s % 1). 
Note that there is a two-to-one indeterminacy in this description, since 
FIG. 1. An emission within the detector circle, showing the line of flight of the photons 
and the detectors that are activated. 
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(4, 4 and ($ + TTT, -s) each describe the same actual line, and it is 
assumed that any particular line has probability 0.5 of being parametrized 
in each possible way. Sometimes it is convenient to use the alternative 
parametrization ((4, 0): 0 5 4 5 27r, 0 5 19 c: 7~}, setting s = cos 8. 
Define the dominating measure A on 53 by 
dA(c#~, s) = ~~~(1 - ~~)“~ds d+ = 7~~~ sin2 8 de d+. (39) 
Let % be the space of functions on ‘3 that are square integrable with 
respect to p and that satisfy the condition g(4, s) = g($ + 7r, --s), to take 
account of the indeterminacy in the parametrization. The density g = GPf 
of lines in detector space arising from a population of emissions drawn 
from the density f over 3 will then be given by the normalized Radon 
transform 
= ; (1 - $)-“2 ,T= f( s cos 4 - t sin 4, s sin $J + t cos +)dt. 
The SVD of the mapping 9 from 9 to % is described in terms of a 
double index set 
X = {(j, k): j = 0, 1, 2, . . . ; k = 0, 1, 2, . . .}. 
Using polar coordinates x = (r cos (Y, r sin a) for points in $33, define the 
orthonormal basis $,, for 9 by 
&+) = (j + k + l)l,zz~~~l(,),;(j-~)~ for v = (j, k) E N, 
where Z$$ is the Zernike polynomial of degree j + k and order Jj - kj; 
see Mat-r (1974) and Johnstone and Silverman (1990). The corresponding 
orthonormal basis for % is 
JIv(4, S) = &j-WU,+,(s) = &j-Q4 sin(j + k + l)f3 
sin e 
for v = (j, k) E X. 
Here the Uj+k are the Chebychev polynomials of the second kind. We 
then have 9’9” = (j + k + l)-rn$, so that the singular values b, are given 
by 
6, = bjk = 0’ + k + 1)-l” for v = (j, k) E X. 
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6.2 Discretization 
In reality the photon lines cannot be observed exactly because of the 
finite size of the detectors. Suppose the unit circle is divided into an even 
number N detectors of equal size, the intervals having polar angular coor- 
dinate (2&/N, 2n(d + 1)/N) for d = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1. Given a pair of 
detectors dl and d2, define the corresponding detector tube to be the set of 
all lines in detector space 53 that intersect the detectors dl and d2. 
In order to describe this detector tube explicitly, it is most convenient 
to work in (4, 0) coordinates. Given a particular detector tube, define (4,) 
0,) and (~$2, 62) to be the two different parametrizations of the line joining 
the midpoints of the two detectors, so that r#~i = (dl + dz + l)nlN and 8i = 
Id2 - d&r/N, with r#~ = & + rr (mod 27r) and 02 = 7r - 19,. It can be seen 
from Fig. 1 that the angular coordinates of the points at which the line Y 
crosses the unit circle are simply 4 2 8. It follows that the line Y will fall 
within the detector tube if and only if either I+ - C#Q( + (8 - f?,( < V/N or 
Id - 421 + lo - 021 < r/N, interpreting arithmetic involving 4 modulo 27r. 
Thus the detector tube consists of the union of two “diamonds” in (c$, 6) 
space. Each diamond is a square in (4, 0) space rotated through 45”; for 
example the one centered at (+, 0,) will be bounded by the four lines (4 - 
4,) it (6 - &) = *r/N. 
It is convenient to index the set of all detector tubes in a slightly differ- 
ent way, by reference to the midpoints of the corresponding diamonds. 
Define 
JCCN = {(I, m): 0 I I< 2N; 0 < m < N; 1 + m odd}. 
Then each possible diamond will have as midpoint a point of the form (+, 
0,) = @r/N, mr/N) for (1, m) in JGlN, and the set of all detector tubes will 
be obtained by pairing diamonds whose I-indices differ by N and whose 
m-indices sum to N. A natural way of doing this is to index the detector 
tubes by the set 
At; = {(I, m): 0 5 I< N; 0 < m < N; I+ m odd} 
defining the tube D,,,, to be the union of the two diamonds with indices (1, 
m) and (1 + N, N - m) in J&. Note that suffices of the form jk are 
attached to singular functions such as C#J~ = 4jk while suffices lm are 
attached to the bins D,,,, into which the observation space 9 is divided. 
Given any g in 93, the discretization operator maps g to the vector of 
averages of g over the various bins, in our case 
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We equip the space %N with a modified weighted vector inner product, 
defining (a, b)* to be 
4Ne2 2 a&lm sin2 t& = 4N -2 x al,& sin2 mm/N. 
“i: A?4 
(41) 
The weights involved in this inner product are a natural approximation to 
the A(&,), obtained as before by replacing the density r-2 sin2 8 in the 
definition (39) of A by its value at the center of the diamond. Details of the 
closeness of the approximation of the inner product (41) to that defined 
using the exact weights A(&) are given in Section 6.3 below. 
It is now the case that 9 and LZXN approximately obey the matching SVD 
property. The space %N has dimension tN(N - 1) and the relevant 
orthonormal basis with respect to the inner product (41) is most naturally 
indexed by the set .N’N-, = {(j, k): j, k 2 0, j + k 5 N - 2). Define basis 
vectors Xj,k by restricting xjk t0 hi:: 
(&k)lm = rlrjk(+[, cos 6,) = ei(j-k)h’N sin{(j + k + l)m~lN}lsin{mnlN} 
(I, m) E A$. (42) 
The vectors {xk, (j, k) E NN-~} form an orthonormal basis for %N relative 
to the inner product (a, R>*: this remarkable fact is derived by Mar-r (1974) 
(a partial verification appears in Natterer (1986)). 
The following easily verified identities show that for any (j, k) E X, xjk 
is aliased either to zero or a basis vector in Y&: 
XN-I-k,N-l-j = -&k (43) 
from which follows 
xjk E 0 ifj + k = N - 1 (mod N). 
We can now define the equivalence classes needed for the matching SVD 
property (3). Given any vg = (j,, &,) in &N-r, define jr = N - 1 - k. and 
kl = N - 1 - j,. Then the equivalence class of vo consists of all indices of 
the form (j, + rjN, ko + QN) or (jr + rjN, kl + rkN) for nonnegative 
integers rj and rk. In addition, all pairs (j, k) with j + k = N - 1 (mod N) 
are added to the equivalence class of (0, 0). It follows at once from the 
definitions that if v - v. then 
.i0 5.i and k. zz k. (44) 
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Finally (using [*I to denote integer part) define 
0 ifj + k = N - 1 (mod N) 
YY = 
(- l)[(j+@lN1 sinc((2j + 1)7r/2N} sinc((2k + l)rr/2N} otherwise. 
With these definitions, we can now state the approximation 
whose derivation and accuracy is discussed next. 
6.3 Accuracy of the Discretization Approximation 
One possible quantification of the accuracy of the approximation (45) is 
given by the following proposition. The numerator and denominator of 
(40) are approximated separately. 
PROPOSITION 3. Given any v = (j, k) E X and any (I, m) E A&, 
I D,, &X4, cm fWV$, 8) = Y~(x~~I)~~ 4N-* sin2(mnN + &,I,. (46) 
The error term satisfies the bounds 
“,‘f’ IRu,rml i 
2j + 2k + 3 
6 N-4 + O(N-6) (47) 
sup lR,,r,mj TS 1.08~7N-~. (48) 
u.1.m 
Proof. The proof is elementary and is only sketched here. Begin with 
the left side of (46): changing variables 8 = 19~ + t, 4 = & + U, accounting 
for the two-to-one multiplicity and exploiting the symmetry of the domain 
of integration, we obtain 
I D,, wf#4 cos 6) sin* ed$dO 
= ei(j-W 
I 
ei(j-k)u[cos(j + k)O, cos(j + k)t 
- cos(j + k + 2)& cos(j + k + 2)t]dtdu, (49) 
where the integral is taken over the set {ItI + [u/ < TN-‘}. Now apply the 
easily derived identity 
I Itl+lul<lrW cos(j - k)u cos(j + k)t dudt 
= 2,rr2N-* sinc(j~lM)sinc(k~lN), (j, k) E Z2 
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to rewrite the left side of (49) as 
sine {(j + ij) r/N] sine [(k + i) 7r/N] $,(+I, cos (3,) 4,rr2NM2 sin2 fIm 
+ Rv,rm, (50) 
where 
R = 2r2N-2e<j-k)dl[Ejk COS(~ + k)B, + Ej+1/2,k+In cost j + k + 2)&I, 
&jk = sinc{j~/N}sinc(k~lN} - ShC J + ((’ $) r/N] sine ((k + k) r/N). 
Using the definition (42) and relations (43) converts (50) to (46). Power 
series expansions of the sine functions give the approximation 
&jk = $ (2j + 2k + 1)Np2 + O(Ne4) for any fixed j, k. 
A uniform bound over all j, k is given by applying the mean value theo- 
rem, to obtain the bound 
slukp l&jkl 5 (v/2N) sup lsinc x sine’ y + sine’ x sine y ( 
‘, X*Y 
= 0.2701 . . . TN-‘. 
The error bounds (47) and (48) follow immediately by using these inequali- 
ties for ejk and Ej+1/2,k+1J2. 
6.4 The Minimax Risks 
We are now able to carry out calculations of the minimax risks analo- 
gous to those performed for the other examples above. The basic princi- 
ples of the calculations are the same, but the doubly subscripted arrays of 
singular functions and values make the details a little more complicated. 
Just as in the calculations outlined in Section 5.5 for the Wicksell exam- 
ple, all our conclusions are necessarily approximate, because the match- 
ing SVD assumption has only been demonstrated approximately for the 
PET problem, in Eq. (45) above, and the inner product on Y$,, has been 
modified as set out in Eq. (41). 
The relation between surrogate and true mean integrated square error 
for the formulation of the PET problem studied here is discussed in detail 
in Section 2 of Johnstone and Silverman (1990). It is shown there that the 
condition (11) for the ratio of the two errors to be uniformly bounded 
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above and below on $0 is satisfied provided C < 2a-1’2, in our notation; 
this condition also ensures that 9,, consists solely of positive functions. 
The first step in our detailed calculations is to identify the set of low- 
frequency indices. Consider v for which v -t (0, 0), so that yV f 0. From 
the definitions we have 
b;y: = 
16N4 sin2{(2j + 1)?T/2N}sin2{(2k + 1)7r/2iV) 
r4(j + k + 1)(2j + 1)*(2k + I)* * (51) 
It is easy to check from the derivation of the equivalence classes that the 
numerator of (51) is invariant within each equivalence class, while the 
inequalities (44) show that replacingj by jo and k by ko can only decrease 
the denominator of (51). Hence the set 3% is precisely NNml\(O, 0). 
The smoothness classes we consider are defined, as in Johnstone and 
Silverman (1990), by setting 
ujk = (j + l)“(k + I)a for (j, k) in X, 
for some a > t. It is shown in Proposition 2.2 and the Appendix of 
Johnstone and Silverman (1990) that the classes will then consist of func- 
tions whose 2ath derivatives satisfy a weighted square-integrability condi- 
tion. 
We now consider the bound on the high-frequency error. Take any v = 
(jO, ko) in 3;. Set 4 = ((2~) = ~~=i n-*“, and define the function a(j) = 
(j f l)*“. Assume without loss of generality that kl rj,, so that kt z fN - 
landl+k-N+kiNr~kNforallkzl.Wenowhave 
S&J) = i u(j, + jN)u(k,, + kN) 
j,k=O 
+ ,zo 4.h +5W(k, + N) - NjoMko) 
= 2 u(j,, + jN)u(ko + kN) + 5 u(j, + jN)u(k, - N + kN) 
j,k=l j,k=l 
+ 4ko) 2 4jo + jN) + 4jo) c. 4ko + kN) 
j=l k=l 
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5 j& [(jN)-2qkNp + (jN)-Za g)-*y 
+ jj (jW2” + 2 [ww2~ + (yy”} 
= (1 f 229l[w-4= + (2 + 229@7-2” = O(N-20). 
Thus we have 
sup S,(V) = O(N-2”). 
“EeON 
To obtain the other term in the definition of a(N), note that if v g 3~ then 
j + k 2 N - 1 and so (j + l)(k + 1) 2 N. Therefore aF2 5 NF2”. Putting 
this together with the above bound for S&) shows that e(N) = O(Nm2”). 
We now consider the low-frequency minimax risk Ju(?7,, Sk). There 
are two distinct cases, depending on the asymptotic behavior of the dis- 
cretization index. 
6.4.1 The subcritical case. Assume in this subsection that n = 
4N20+2), so that N-2” = o(+(a+l) ) and the high-frequency error e(N) will 
satisfy e(N) = ~(n-~~~+l)). 
By reference to the discussion following (4.18) of Johnstone and Silver- 
man (1990), define M by 
M2a+2 = 67r-2a-‘(a + l)(a + 2)C2n 
so that M = o(N) as n --) m. Define CX~ = Mw2” and let E:(M) denote a sum 
over the set %M = {(j, k): 1 < (j + l)(k + 1) I M} = {(j, k): jk # 0 and 
a$ajk I 1). Since M = o(N), it follows that %M C .iV~-t for all sufficiently 
large n, and that “/jk * 1 uniformly over %M as n * m. 
Turning to Lemma 1, we now have 
by (4.18) of Johnstone and Silverman (1990), so that (YM is asymptotically 
the required solution of (13). Substituting back into (12), and using the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 of Johnstone and Silverman (1990) to approximate 
the sum, now gives 
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Since we have already shown that E(N) is of smaller order, the unre- 
stricted minimax risk JGC(YN, 3$ will also satisfy (52) with the same con- 
stant of proportionality. Theorem 3.2 of Johnstone and Silverman (1990) 
shows that this is also true for the minimax risk where the undiscretized 
data are available. Thus, just as in the subcritical cases considered previ- 
ously, the discretization has no first-order large sample effect. 
6.42 The critical case. Now suppose that n = cN~~+~ for some con- 
stant c, so that a(N) is exactly of order n- “(a+l). Using the same notation 
for summations as in Subsection 6.4.1 above, we define a function J,(u) 
for 0 < u < 1 by 
Jo(u) = lim N-20-2 2 bJ~2~J~2aj~{(UN)’ - ajk}. 
N-+x (UN) (53) 
By an extension of the technique used in (4.16) of Johnstone and Silver- 
man (1990), it can be shown that the limit exists (uniformly on closed 
subintervals of u in (0, 1)) and that 
the details are omitted. It is clear from (53) that J,(u) is a strictly increas- 
ing function of u. To investigate the behavior of J,(u) as u + 1, note that 
the total contribution to the sums in (54) from the terms with k 2 2 is 
bounded as u --, 1. So, restricting attention to the terms with k = 1, we 
have 
J,(u) = &” I,” “+‘(.” -  x”)dx 
smc2 7r.r + 00)  
= -2a log(l - u) + O(1) asu--, 1, 
by elementary analysis, and so J, maps (0, 1) to (0, ~0). 
Now define U so that J,(U) = cC2. It follows straightforwardly from 
the definition of J, that (13) is asymptotically satisfied with o-l = ( UN)2a. 
Hence, by a limiting argument similar to that used to obtain (54), 
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This term has the same order of magnitude as E(N) and so the general 
conclusions for the critical regime in the previous cases still hold: al- 
though the discretization does not affect the order of magnitude of AWN, 
Z?+J, it is felt in two separate ways, both by inflating the constant of 
proportionality for the low-frequency minimax risk, and also by yielding a 
nonnegligible bound E(N) on the high-frequency contribution. 
There are interesting differences between the PET example and the 
other examples considered in this paper. In the PET case, the critical case 
no longer divides into two separate cases according to the value of c, but 
the same form of calculation works for all values of c. In the other exam- 
ples, for c greater than some threshold value the minimax estimator T* 
has no zeros on its diagonal so that all the coefficients itVl contribute to 
the minimax estimate. In the PET example this is far from true. Of the 
fN(N - 1) coefficients indexed by NN-i, only those with (j + l)(k + 1) < 
N can ever contribute to the minimax estimate; the number of these is 
asymptotically N log N and so in a certain sense the minimax estimate 
makes use of a vanishingly small proportion of the information available, 
no matter how large the value of c. This fascinating phenomenon is an 
obvious topic for further investigation, 
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